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Computer Electronics Show 2015
New Mobile Tech Gadgets
Explained
January 8th 4-5pm

• Las Vegas New Mexico Jan. 6-9.
• it would take awhopping 393 basketball courts to
cover CES' 1.85 million square feet of floor space.
• A massive number of products are launched at
the show every year, totaling
over 20,000 products
• In 2013, CES had an attendance of over 150,000.
A massive 5,000 of those people are part of the
media. To put that into perspective, that's more
than double the amount of media that attend the
Super Bowl.
http://www.techtimes.com/articles/22625/20141222/ces-2015-fun-facts-largest-consumer-electronics-show-world.htm

CES History
• CES has been running since 1967, and some pretty
huge products have been announced at the event.
• The VCR was first released at the show in 1970, the
iconic NES (Nintendo Entertainment System) in
1985, the game Tetris in 1988 and satellite radio in
2000. The next year, in 2001, the firstXbox was
released at the show.

http://www.techtimes.com/articles/22625/20141222/ces-2015-fun-facts-largest-consumer-electronics-show-world.htm

Favorite Fun new Tech

• Siemens hearing aid
• The Ring
• Belty
• MeloMind headset
• Selfie Drone

Videocassette recorder (VCR), 1970 Laserdisc Player, 1974 Camcorder,
1981 Compact Disc Player, 1981 Digital Audio Technology, 1990
Compact Disc Interactive, 1991 Mini Disc, 1993 Radio Data System,
1993 Digital Satellite System, 1994 Digital Versatile Disc (DVD), 1996
High Definition Television (HDTV), 1998 Hard-disc VCR (PVR), 1999
Digital Audio Radio (DAR), 2000 Microsoft Xbox, 2001 Plasma TV,
2001 Home Media Server, 2002 HD Radio, 2003 Blu-ray Disc, 2003
HDTV PVR, 2003 HD Radio, 2004 IP TV, 2005 An explosion of digital
content services, 2006 New convergence of content and technology,
2007 OLED TV, 2008 3D HDTV, 2009 Tablets, Netbooks and Android
Devices, 2010 Connected TV, Smart Appliances, Android Honeycomb,
Ford’s Electric Focus, Motorola Atrix, Microsoft Avatar Kinect, 2011
Ultrabooks, 3D OLED, Android 4.0 tablets, 2012 Ultra HDTV, Flexible
OLED, Driverless Car Technology, 2013 LG webOS smart TVs, 2014
Panasonic Firefox OS smart TVs, 2015 Sony Android TV based Ultra
slim 4K smart TVs, equipped with Playstation Now
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consumer_Electronics_Show

Siemens hearing Aid
• Hearing aids are one of the most common
wearable tech devices, and yet often
overlooked for flashier newer devices such as
fitness trackers and smartglasses
Siemens has designed a new
hearing aid that allows the user to
hear in demanding environments
such as noisy restaurants, crowded
parties and in windy situations
such as on a boat or on the golf
course.

http://www.techrepublic.com/article/ces-2015-six-cool-new-wearable-tech-devices/
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The Ring
• The Ring is a Bluetooth device that acts like a
magic wand to allow the user to do everything
with one gesture, such turning on music,
playing games or controlling smart home
devices.
The Ring Hub is
being introduced
in March and it is
an infrared remote
control that works
with the Ring.
http://www.techrepublic.com/article/ces-2015-six-cool-new-wearable-tech-devices/

MeloMind headset

Belty
• Belty is an electronic belt that readjusts itself
whenever there’s a change in your waistline.
Developed by Emiota, it expands and contracts
automatically.

It’s also a fitness tracker that can measure steps taken and sends your
health stats to your smartphone through an app.
http://tech.firstpost.com/news-analysis/smart-belts-chairs-pots-five-quirkiest-gadgets-showcased-ces-2015-248956.html /

Selfie Drone

he Melomind headset has embedded sensors that measure
brain activity to find out if you are stressed.

Based on the data it gets, it plays custom-created music tones
to help you relax. The headset connects to the Android, iOS or
Windows Phone app to play the music.

Krzanich demonstrated autonomous flying drones able to navigate around
obstacles. He also showed a smaller drone worn on the wrist until it is launched
into the air.

http://tech.firstpost.com/news-analysis/smart-belts-chairs-pots-five-quirkiest-gadgets-showcased-ces-2015-248956.html /

Selfie Drone

6 MOBILE DEVICE
TYPES EXPLAINED
January 9th 2014
•Device Types,
•Communication Types
•Favorite Devices
•Favorite Apps.

Called Nixie, the camera-equipped gadget in November won a wearable computing
contest sponsored by Intel.
http://www.gizbot.com/news/ces-2015-intel-unveils-wrist-worn-selfie-drone-021824.html
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6 Mobile Device Types
1. Laptops
No device type
seems poised to
dominate the mobile
device era,
but smartphones
now outsell both
PCs and feature
phones.

2. Tablet computers
3. Ultrabooks
4. Ebook Readers,
5. GPS
6. Mobile Phones
1.

As crazy as it sounds
this circle of confusion is
more straight forward
than what we
currently find on the
market

Feature phones

2. Smartphones

Mobile Device Types

Categories of LAPTOPS

 Mobile Phones
 Feature phones
 Smartphones








Tablet computers
Netbooks
Ultrabooks
Laptops
Portable gaming devices
Mobile devices for kids

No device type seems poised to dominate the mobile device era,
but smartphones now outsell both PCs and feature phones.

http://cdn.techin5.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/laptops400.jpg

Full Sized Laptops
Ultrabooks

Netbooks
Rugged

Full-Size Laptop
• A laptop large enough to accommodate a "full-size"
keyboard (a keyboard with the minimum QWERTY key
layout, which is at least 13.5 keys across that are on ¾
(0.750) inch centers, plus some room on both ends for
the case). The measurement of at least 11 inches across
has been suggested as the threshold for this class.[13]
The first laptops were the size of a standard U.S. "A
size" notebook sheet of paper (8.5 × 11 inches)[citation
needed], but later "A4-size" laptops were introduced,
which were the width of a standard ISO 216 A4 sheet of
paper (297 mm, or about 11.7 inches), and added a
vertical column of keys to the right and wider screens.
It can also be laid sideways when not in use.
Text From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laptop

http://www.nickscomputerfix.com/images/latop%20components.jpg
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Netbook

• A smaller, lighter, and therefore more portable laptop with
less computing power than traditional laptops.
• It is usually cheaper than a full-size laptop, and has fewer
features.
• The smaller keyboards of a netbook can be more difficult to
operate.
• There is no definitive demarcation between netbooks and
inexpensive small laptops, some 11.6" models are marketed
as netbooks.
• Since netbook laptops are quite small in size and designed to
be light and inexpensive they typically do not come with an
internal optical drive.
• The Asus Eee PC launched this product class, while the term
was coined later by Intel.
• Most netbooks feature cheaper, slower, but more energy
efficient CPUs, as compared to traditional laptops, such as the
Intel Atom CPU. Text From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laptop

Netbooks are lighter and smaller than Laptops but have fewer features.
Netbooks tend not to have CD drives, they are hard to upgrade and
work on.

Netbooks are not always built to last and can have low battery life.
They are usually less expensive though.
http://www.ankota.com/Portals/55127/images//Netbook_vs_Laptop.bmp

Rugged Technology
• Engineered to operate in tough (sometimes very
specific) conditions

http://cfnewsads.thomasnet.com/images/large/451/451392.jpg

http://www.metlabs.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/rugged-laptop.jpg

Just
because
I thought
it was
a cool
picture

(mechanical shocks, extreme temperatures, wet and dusty environments, etc.)
Text From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laptop

Ultrabook

http://www.likecool.com/Gear/Laptop/Dell%20E6400%20XFR%20Rugged%20Laptop/Dell-E6400-XFR-Rugged-Laptop-1.jpg

It has been debated that the word “Ultrabook” is a
term for only a specific brand but I would say that it
needs to be a touch screen and have SSD Hard drive

• A very thin version of a laptop by definition less
than 0.8 inches thick.
• Most versions of Ultrabooks contain SSD, or SolidState Drives, instead of the common rotational hard
disk drives.
• This term is formally a registered trademark of Intel
with a narrow qualification to use the term in
advertising, but it is used in common speech for many thinand-light laptop of a similar form factor—notably including the
prominent examples of Apple's Macbook Air.
Text From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laptop

http://cdn.gottabemobile.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Dell-XPS-12-Ultrabook-convertible.jpeg
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Tablet PC

Tablets
Tablets come in many brands, sizes and operating systems.
They can be attached to keyboards but I have not found one which is not a touch screen

• These devices have touch screens, for finger or stylus
use, or both. There can be either are "convertible" or
"hybrid" tablets where the keyboard is removable or
moves out of the way;
• the original "Microsoft Tablet PC" form factor used a
rotating mount but more recent alternatives include
sliding fully inverting the main screen hinge.
• Other "slate" form-factor machines are touch-screen
only. The distinction between a "Tablet PC" and an
Internet Tablet has become increasingly blurred,
especially since the release of Windows 8.
Text From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laptop

And the recent advent of Linux based Ubuntu tabled OS and Android OS
being developed specifically for the touch screen platforms

GPS TIME !

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_XcjHZWZ0eXQ/SwfH9vtAiBI/AAAAAAAAABg/JCSc_bDXm4k/s1600/gps+pics.jpg

Global Positioning System

http://cdn3.pcadvisor.co.uk/cmsdata/features/3451310/Tablet_Group_test_206PCA_206_Photoshoot-212.jpg

• GPS has changed the way we navigate.
• On June 26th ,1993 the United States of
America’s Air Force launched the 24th
Navstar satellite into orbit to complete the
systematic grid of satellites called the
Global Positioning System or GPS
• The Selective Availability (SA) was lifted
May 1st 2000 to bring highly accurate
GPS ability to general public
• Elecronic GPS based navigation devices
are rapidly replacing the Road map and
Atlas for driving navigation.

How GPS gets its data

• GPS is now a U.S. Department Of Defence (DOD)
system
• GPS currently has 24 satellites that orbit the earth in
12 hours. There are 5 - 8 visible anywhere.
• Four satellite signals can compute positions in three
dimensions and the time offset in the receiver clock.
• Accuracy can be as good as 10 meters but accuracy
is always getting better with software upgrades.
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GPS Devices
Places and uses you may find for a GPS Device.
Automobile Portable, Automobile Pocket, Automobile built into the
Dash, Fish Finder, Camping & Hiking, Fitness & Cycling,
Motorcycle, Marine and Aviation

Some GPS Manufacturers
Garmin : www.garmin.com
Magellan: www.magellangps.com
TomTom: www.tomtom.com
Navigon: www.navigon.com
And now most every cell phone manufacturer is also making their phones
GPS capable. There is usually a built in option to turn it off because some
fear personal security is at risk because it makes you easier to track.

http://cl.jroo.me/z3/l/H/i/d/a.aaa.jpg

Hand Held PC, PalmTop

Handheld PC
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-aAIh7nh24TQ/TZNcZOeSmZI/AAAAAAAAAWE/AeMNtjhZEwY/s1600/palm-pilot.jpg

• A Handheld PC, or H/PC for short, is a term
for a computer built around a form factor which is
smaller than any standard laptop computer.

http://www.blogcdn.com/www.engadget.com/media/2009/02/palm-rip-2.jpg

• It is sometimes referred to as a Palmtop. The first
handheld device compatible with desktop IBM personal
computers of the time was the Atari Portfolio of 1989.
Other early models were the Poqet PC of 1989 and the
Hewlett Packard HP 95LX of 1991. Other DOS
compatible hand-held computers also existed.
Text From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laptop

Ebook Ereaders

http://the-gadgeteer.com/assets/hp720-1.jpg

Ebook Ereaders

http://images.gizmag.com/hero/2012-ereader-comparison-guide.jpg

• An e-book reader, also called an e-book
device or e-reader, is a mobile electronic device
that is designed primarily for the purpose of reading
digital e-books and periodicals.
• Any device that can display text on a screen may act
as an e-book reader, but specialised e-book reader
designs may optimise portability, readability
(especially in sunlight), and battery life for this
purpose.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-book_reader

http://images.gizmag.com/hero/2012-ereader-comparison-guide.jpg

http://www.bigtimeattic.com/blog/uploaded_images/ereader01_color_web.jpg
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http://tbreak.com/tech/files/Lenovo-20-years-infographic.jpg

Typical Smart Phone
Operating Systems:
Android is the
fasted growing
OS, but no OS
completely
dominates the
mobile device
market.






3G - 144Kbps minimum
4G
Wi-Fi
Bluetooth
 Near Field Communication
(NFC)

Android
iOS
Microsoft 8
Blackberry & Palm OS

Cell communication types:

Mobile Networks
Mobile
connectivity
compared to
fixed location
connectivity






GSM and CDMA
GSM and CDMA are two different communication
standards. All U.S. providers use exclusively one or the
other.

From a user's point of view,
the actual standard is not
really important, with two
caveats: first, you can't use a
phone that uses one
standard with the provider
that uses the other standard;
second, if you travel
internationally, a GSM
phone is almost a must.

GSM means "Global System for Mobile communications",
and it is the standard currently in use more or less
worldwide. In the U.S., the major providers using this
standard are T-Mobile and AT&T Wireless.
CDMA means "Code Division Multiple Access". This
standard used to be the dominant standard in the U.S.
Now it is used by Verizon and Sprint. It still has more users
than GSM, but the difference is not very significant.
Historically, CDMA was developed by Qualcomm, made a
U.S. standard, and gained some acceptance before GSM
became established; however, once GSM was created, all
countries without established CDMA networks accepted
GSM
- this is the reason why CDMA is almost non-existent
anywhere but USA and Japan.

Four Essential
Activities on Mobile
Devices
1. Text, images,

videos, etc.
2. Voice, text msg,

tweet, etc.
3. Music, games,

videos, etc.
4. Photos, videos,

audio, texts, etc.

1. Finding and interacting with
info objects.
2. Communicating with others
in various near-real-time
ways.
3. Being entertained in various
ways.
4. Create and edit content in
various ways.

Scope and nature of
the mobile revolution
The mobile
revolution has
become one of
the fastest
technology
revolutions in
the history of
humanity.

 Mobile/cellular subscriptions
up to 6 billion by end of 2011
– global penetration of 86%
 At end of 2011, 105 countries
(54% of 195 nations) with
more cellular subscriptions
than Inhabitants
 The facts came from
http://www.itu.int/ITUD/ict/statistics/material/pdf/2011%20Statistical
%20highlights_June_2012.pdf
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Intimations of
subsequent
social/cultural
revolutions

How is the mobile revolution
different from earlier

Tech Revolutions
often contain at
least two phases.

web/Internet revolutions?
The mobile
revolution is a
popular, global
revolution
rather than one
fueled by the
geek elite.

1) Adoption and diffusion of
devices

 More about context and place
of use than content and style
 Everything but net: The
networking aspect is now a
source of wining about
slowness, spotty coverage, &
cost.

2) Social, cultural, economic
and legal changes occur

Trends in the U.S.
Approximately 87
percent of all adults
in the U.S. report
own a cell phone.
The adoption
percentage for
adult Americans has
been hovering in
the mid- to upper
80 percent range for
almost three years.

 More broad based than the
other two

Accelerating Change

 More Americans own
smartphones than regular
feature phones
 Adoption of smartphones by
US blacks and Hispanics
outpaces those of whites
 Text messaging and taking
photos are the most used
functions of cell phones.

Source: Blodget,
Henry, 2012.
“The Future of
Mobile.” A
presentation
given on March
21st. Slide 44.

• It took AOL 9 years to
reach one million
users.
• It took FB 9 months.
• It took the “Draw
Something” app
9 days.

Facts came from
http://www.federalreserve.gov/econresdata/mobile-device-report-201203.pdf

Music and sound apps

Favorite Apps
I discovered that almost all of my favorite apps
have been or will be written for both IOS and
Android with Microsoft versions in the works for
the future.

• Rdio: millions of songs, works on most devices and
get a free subscription through our Library

• Subsonic: stream music from your home computer
•

to your phone
Listen: save and play podcasts like This Week in
Google
Tuner – gStrings: a great guitar tuner

•
• Pandora Radio: stream customized music based
on artists you like

• RingDroid: Make a ringtone or alarm out of any
sound you record
Shazam: Identify any song you hear
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Traveling Apps
• TripIt: keep track of trips and plane flights for
upcoming travel

• Google Translate: translate tons of languages
into tons of other languages. You can also do voicerecognition-to-text for English, then translate.

• Yelp: Find great restaurants nearby. Pro tip: scan the
reviews to discover good dishes to order.

• Compass: also handy when you’re traveling
• Flashlight: Use your devices flash to give you light

Core apps / misc
• My Tracks: records where you go using GPS and lets you upload
a “track” to Google Maps
• IMDB Movies: check movie times and see ratings from critics vs.
audiences
• Lookout: If you lose your phone and it’s in silent mode, this app
will help you find your phone
• WordPress: blog from your phone
• Amazon.com: mobile shopping
• Shopper: Google app to scan barcodes
• BBC News: see the latest in world news
• News and Weather: customizable news, plus this app shows
weather in your current location. Wish I could enter 3-4 cities
and flick between weather reports though.
• Weather: see the weather in multiple cities
• Google Finance: check stock prices and news
• Google Maps: see where you are

Social apps

• Twitter: official Twitter app for Android. This app

can take empty/missing pictures in your contacts and
populate your contacts’ pictures with their Twitter
profile pictures, which is nice.

• Facebook: 1 billion ACTIVE users, and growing.
• Google+: almost a required social app for android
users

• LinkedIn: a social app for professionals
• Foursquare: mark your favorite destinations and
publish reviews and pictures to all the other social
media accounts you poses.

Total Apps released

http://www.newshour24.com/2012/09/17/11211-CHART--Apple-Still-Has-The-Most-Apps-Available.htm

Apps used per device

http://www.decisioncounsel.com/insights/?p=101

Angry Birds did score the
top usage rate among
game apps in the 25-34
and 35-44 age groups,
while Words With Friends
nudged it out in the 1824 crowd.
The Pandora Radio app
has some interesting
usage stats, with a high of
30% penetration among
18-24 year olds, then
declining to 28% and 20%
in the successive age
groups.
Not shown in the chart
above is Google Plus.
Nielsen says that app is
more popular among
users 25 and older, but it
wasn’t strong enough to
crack the Top 15 in any
age group.

http://marketingland.com/report-facebook-most-popular-android-app-1155
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What a HUGE difference just a couple years can make in the tech. industry

Phone Operating Systems

http://www.droidmatters.com/news/android-still-on-top-of-the-world-ios-catching-up-during-q4-says-nielsen-report/

http://www.droidmatters.com/news/android-continues-to-dominate-inthe-u-s-according-to-latest-comscore-data/

Take a look at the picture above. In a 3 year period, you can see
how the home screen on iOS has greatly improved; in the
beginning, you only had a black background; in 2010, you have a
different background!
Look at the progress that Android has made in the 3 years that it
has been around. One word sums it up: Amazing!

Thank you for your Participation
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